


That is what we want our lamps to do. The same feeling you have when 
you wake up to a sunny day, take the first sip of your morning coffee or 
when you have butterflies in your stomach. In life, we have all these magical  
experiences and memories that transform our moods and creates a feeling 
of well-beeing. That is the place we want to bring you to when you have one 
of our products in your surroundings.

We have had quality, design and a mood-changing feeling in focus since 1983. 
We have from this time been operating in the Swedish countryside in the  
village Svenljunga and are proud of our origin. We bring the world to our place 
with many different trends and a large spectrum of functions into our lamps. 
The foundation of our design is varied, modern, exciting and creative. Our 
innovative and trendsetting product range is mainly designed in-house. 
 
With several lamp classics during the years, Globen Lighting has become 
one of Scandinavia’s leading brands in lighting, and we are still growing. We 
believe that it is because of our feeling and passion for lamps. A lamp to us 
is something much more than a provider of light – in our world, a lamp forms 
and changes a state of mind. Something that surprises you every day. It is a 
central accent in the room and outdoor space that takes you to the place 
you want to be at right now. It transforms your mood.

5505-02

TORRANO pendant

Transforming moods



FUNGO SPECIAL EDITION table

6214-04



SS23
AUTUMN WINTER

2023 is the year for embracing colours in our homes. It’s said that colours 
makes us happy and surely there is something about it that really changes 
the mood in a room. 

In this collection we want to contribute to your frame of mind with a couple 
of lamp series in both sweet tones of pastel and more cheeky colours. 
We have also been working with shiny chromed surfaces, tone by tone, 
surfaces where matt meets shiny and porous materials such as travertine.

In this lookbook you’ll find the highlights of SS23. To see the collection  
in its entirety, and our full product range, please visit globenlighting.com

IRIS table

6246-16

SPRING SUMMER



4934

Iris

IRIS table

The sweet table lamp Iris is like a piece of 
candy that lights up the room with its 
cheerful colour and expression. 

6246
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TORRANO floor & table

5005-02



COBBLER pendant

Our beloved series Cobbler has been 
expanded with a pendant in a brown.

6413



BUDDY table

Buddy is the ideal friend in your home 
– when darkness falls it illuminates 
your presence with a downward and 
pleasant light. 

4141
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CURVE pendant

Curve is a play with geometric shapes where the 
soft rounded arcs meet the sharp triangular lines 
of the shades. It’s a perfect fit both over the dining 
room table and above the kitchen island. 

4520-11
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ICON table



FUNGO SPECIAL EDITION table
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6212-06

6112-06

FUNGO SPECIAL EDITION table

The family of Fungo has grown with new 
members, including a brown version in 
the sizes of 16 and 30 cm.



2311-356743-56

DOT pendant

Pendant DOT has come in a larger size, 
available in four different colours.

6743-55
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FUNGO SPECIAL EDITION table

6214-06



MAMMUT pendant

5503-06
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COBBLER pendant
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ALLEY IP44 ceiling & wall

The lamp series Alley is inspired by the turn of the 
century with its time typical details and fits perfectly 
in the bathroom or kitchen since it is IP44-rated.



BUDDY table
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